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Zero Waste Event
Analysis
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May 3, 2019

Taste the Zero Waste
Clearwater Beach Chamber of Commerce
showed Tampa Bay that another world is
possible. Suncoast Compost applauds you for
leading by example and owning your waste.
96% of the waste produced at Taste Fest X
was diverted from the landfill and will be

96%
trash diversion
rate

transformed into resources for the community.
This was done through composting, recycling
right, reduction, and educating visitors. By
setting the standard for events in our
community, you are truly making a difference.

Trash
Recycling 3.5%
5.7%

Compost
90.8%
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Successes
Organization and Leadership: The chamber committee did a
stellar job setting the stage for zero waste. The expectations were
communicated early and often. On a personal note, it was so
gratifying to see the transition and growth from 2018 to 2019.
The right partners: Cheney Bros. and Auburn Supply brought the
compostable goods that made it all possible. When restaurants
are left to acquire wares on their own, more mistakes happen.
There is a lot of greenwashing out there. Leaning on the expertise
of the knowledgable distributors is key to a successful zero waste
event.
There was only one restaurant that had non compostable wares
(a small plastic cup). A Suncoast Compost team member asked
them to put it away in order to support the zero waste mission,
and this wasn't a problem.
Guests really enjoyed being able to put their waste in the
compost bin, rather than the trash.
Ban on single use swag (beads, tattoos, light up toys) was a
success.
One less dumpster this year.
Restaurants did a good job of the 2 bite serving suggestion. While
it's good to compost, not creating waste in the first place
is even better.
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Challenges
There were a handful of restaurants that provided their own
compostable wares. Thankfully, all of them were evidently
compostable. There was just one restaurant that brought their own
to the event, but it wasn't evident from the product whether or not it
was compostable. When in doubt, throw it out.
No refillable water stations in the park.

Suggestions for next time
Consider pursuing a Water Station Sponsor. While canned water is more
likely to be recycled than plastic bottle water, reusables still rule. Take
the amount raised from water sales at this event and make that the
price for a logo attached to the water station.
Celebrate your 96% waste diversion rate!
We can take a look at the waste situation behind the restaurants. Two
different colors for trash and recycling will help the event crew more
easily sort and divert recyclables. That being said, they did a great job
handsorting much of it.
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Appendix A Waste Stream by Volume 2018 v. 2019
Taste Fest 2018 had 4 dumpsters. Only one of them had clean
recyclables. The other 3 were nearly full with trash. Taste Fest 2019
only had 3 dumpsters, but only two were used- one for trash and one
for very clean recycling.
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